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Perspectivef7

By enteringA. teacher's wor d and staying'there for

niled period_9,f time, it is po Sible,to gain an Under-

anding of how- the teacher 'interprets, makes decisions about,

,end acts in that wOrld. teachers define- their world, make

isions_abOutA, and act in it, they develop a classroom

an ordered view of the classroom world.ctive, which

The purpose this. study was to describe and explain the-

Olassro perspective of on--elementarY:sixth-grade school

,teacher in an urban classroom. It was necessary to isolate

conceptually -t perspective to understand (1) .the teache-'s-

interpretive prdeess, (2) his decisions, and (3) his actions,

This study was guided7, therefore, by the follbwing exploratory

questions,

ghat elements constitute the teacher's classroom

perspective?

This paper is a summary of a dissertaion, "An Ethn
graphic' Study of a Teacher's Classroom perspective," 'sub
mitted to Michigan State University, 1977.

2
-

-Valerie J. .Janesick former Institute for Researdhon
Teaching-intern and staff member, is currently an a siztant

professor of education at-California Polytechnic S----Ace Univer-

sity, San,Luis Obispo,-California.



Which contextual variables inside and;optside-the
glassr m,influence the tlasSroom perspective?

'What are theassumptions.that the teacher makes
about students, learning, and classrooms which
-support hls-alassroom-perspective?

Holv ddes0e teacher--Wn'thesize the various types-
of infortation a out student behayiOr And back7:

4round into..hi sgective?

Badkground ana Conceptual. _ -amework.

/
The studywas.baSed-upon,the theory of':sylp.bolic into

67) and'ileeitzer Petras, and Reynolds (1975)action. ,Blu

characte

tation.

they

ymbolic=interatton as a.pTocess of interpre-

As people' encounter elements in their ...environment,
1

erpret and give meaning them. Individuals tudge.,'

whether these element, are suitable' their actio:ns, and

-make'detisiOns on the basis .of the judgment.. They then con-

.stru_t the actions of their'"self accptding to the decision..,

'Blamer notes an important implication -of this approach,:

Whatever the .'action in ,which-he is engaged, the
individual proceeds by Pointing out to, himself
the divergent things wnith'have to be taken into
acconnt'in the conrse of his actLoq.T. Hehaszto
note what he wants to do and-how'he is t98-do.it;
he has to take,actodnt of the clemands the exet:-
tations,"the prohibitions,- and the threats as they
may arise in the.- situation, which he is'actinT.,
His action is built up step-,by step through a
process of such self-indication. .The human' in

dividual pieces together ,and guides his action by
taking account'of different-things and"interpre-.
ting their significance fOr his prospectiVe action.
(p. 141)

The significanOe of making indicatio s to oneself-is

that the process is distinct from the conventionaljjsycho

gical states and is not Subsumed under them. As ,B



Self-indication .is:a moving communicative process,
in:whiChthe individual notes things, assesses them,
gives,theff-a --and-dscideS -o-act-ifon -the
basis of the meaning. Environmental presSUres,,

,ternal Stimuli, organic drives, wishes, attitudes,
feelings, ideaS,..and their like do not dOveror-ex
plainfthe procest- of self-indication. The prole
of, ielfindiCatiOn standd over ,against them' in
-that the,individualpoints out to himself and in-
terprets.the appearance onexpression-ofsuctithingt,
noting a given social demand that is made' on
(p. 142)'

-'B means of self-indication then, the individual places

him/herself against his. p 1f-indications, whatever

he, and then either accepts, .ot, Q-

depending on This or he 40fInition
,

Flew dispute w Thom'as' observation that _hat.

doesdepends on his or definition- of the situation.

Shibutani (1967) has stated that 'the:manner hidh- an

dividual consistently defines a su cession of the situations

depends n his or her perspec iVe. He _see perspective

An ordered view-of one's world -- what is taken for
granted about the attributes of variods objects,
events, and human nature f It is an order of things,'
remembered and things expected as-well as things
actually perceived, an:organized conception of'what

plausible andwhat.is possible.; it constitutes
t he matrix through which one perceives his environ-
ment. The fact' that rrin..have such ordered perspec-
tives enables them.to, conceive of their ever changing
-world as-relativeiy,stable, orderly,.and.predictable...
As Reizler puts it, one' s Perspective-is an. outline
scheme,- which running ahead of experiende, defines
and guides it. -(p. 161).



e spectiVe is a reflective.

that hic he Or she

serves as a bast-a

the ac -ions which he or she The

SPective i a co ibi ion. Of b and 'behav ors ontinually

modified by sociaVihterac

n the -la ' o acts and thinks

arEicularsway In the'termsof-the interactions

teacher develops a cZaWLoom'pea-spective, a consistent way

of- thinkingand-acting ina,classrOoM.

es: the teacher to-make sense of his or her

and to cdrls Lkt his o

nets-of syt '.ic:interaction diptatet at to

That erspective en7-

her action s within i

understand '-tne subject's orld, the researdher, must catch

`-this-process Of' ihter pretation- A suitable way of accompli

shing this-is to accompanj the subject as he or she encoun-

terl and _erprets events and constructs soCial reality.

Accordingly, in t is spudy,_ laced myself in the,t-&E-cher's

'l environment, took a limited. "role in many glassroo actiwities,

and oeserved ttle teacher from as many vantage points as pos-
,

Bible. l was not a participant observer in the conventional

sense, because 4id ylot actually take the role of, teacher;

ra was'an observer of the teacher and oarticipant in

ray iad professi:nal activities in which he was central.



I'

otedure

'he actions of the teacher were

during seven months of field work

detcribed

loserv6A the her

in hiS'classroom and in other settings within the school.

.1n addition, 1 had the'oP tporuni:ty to observe the eacher
/

n other schoOls within the distlict; he had a part

as 'a "helping teacher, traveling to various school

assist fellow teachers in instruction at the

teacher was also aSked, on occasion, to c 'nduct

intern teachers, affording me,still anoth r obs

opportunity. Furtherm6re, drama activiti s wore

-o l was ble .to

ration

part -

visit yetcul interest to this teacher,

another -school, the district during a for of the

grade ChristMas play.

T participated in the physical, social, and aca

activities of the classroom, suchas field trips, pa;

art lessonS,rand reading. -1 took extensiv notes ,on the

-action and statements of the teacher and nducted interviews

with him.. These notes and'transgripts.df he'intervieWs

were analyzed,on a weekly basis to help me discover patterns,

relationships, and indices Of behavior whi.h. would merit

further study. As the analyses proceaed, #ondepts were

inferred frorri'the data and hypothe'ses were generated.. Through
l'

_interviews with the teacher and }keys informa
o

-t in he-glaSs-

room; the validity of = inferences waste d. 111 sum,



these procedures ave me a p oximi
4

.
of the dlaisroom alld enabled

ceds of interpt4ta on.

n icance of the st

y to e social situation

to. catch the teacher's pro-

AIthou h inuc resea

haw teaChe

emerge

act andperfo_

teaqhing has Oncentrated On

Another-approach het also

one which emphdpizes-tea-hecs' cognitive procestses.

clinician,In this approach, the teadher'is-spen as-a kind

active giroOessin inficfmation from many sources

thesizincrIthat, iriforma
/

and syn-
,

manageably model;

this enables the teacher d :judgments anemake decisions

'The cognitive- ocess approach is baSed'on the work Of Newell,

awt and Simon 58). int rprete y'ShulMan (1974)°,

this view suggests that the teacher is:responsible for.
rF

aggregating an-maki Sense of an ,incrediSle
diyrersitypif information 460,rces about indi-*
p_dual'students-and the class col,ectively;
ringing to bear-a,growing body ofeMpAical
And theoretical work constituting rebalvch
literat6re of eduction; sore b CombinIn
all that informatafon,with the teacherown
experiences, attitudes, belief, acrd purposes;
And Aaving to respond, make judgments, render'
decision "and reflect and regroup'to begin
again. (13 pl)

-/
e.,-Although the information-process

a heuristic tool fot

it

approach provide

iewing -w iat rs involved in ,tee

limited becauie it' does not disclose--

'chooes

by a teacher

process one partiCular met oI decisio rather

than another. .'d/yet, byluncovering..the tekcher's



.

erspect ve, it: aaier7to understand t e

teachr'S

at:which tl e usefulhees

haice of a set of eciS4ons: There is point

inforMation

and wit becOlmes necessary to find aid

will indicate the g glands for the each

iocedsing stops

-

'partclar set of cisions

In -his .study, the, Social

tool,

s choi e of

Sychblogy of symbolic inte

.ationserved as-'-the.heuriAic:tool.for what in-
.

formation process,in was unable to supply. Thorough:desa

4 .

Live data, gathered L.n the teach e' s world while he was

proce- of intkriPreting th

of his decisions

world, hel

The significance o the study is'

research contributes to a iced for desc

he

reveal the structure

fold. First,

tine data on teaching;

th descripti=ve record of why the t'achier says. and does °hel
, .. f

e statements ar0,-ctionS.,. and,
, ..,

might be .use Veac f administrators , And

ucators. Second, fro a me hodofdgical standpoin ,

-
,

unaover -the structure behin

as

;teacher

such,

the 'study=

proachee,

demonstrate th'e utility ,ethhographic

h as paricipant observa ian ; for educational
(

4(reearch. 'Because the ethnographic _ethod.enables one to get,

6 '0
athow the teacher thinks .=and acts in the class oom, soh6lars

6,?

canduCting\infdt_ io 1Drocessing studies might fin

helpful.

_

Ele e of both Lnforma icn p ooeee "ng and



interac taionr theori'es are combinedin the stildy reporte here.

ThereweelementscOmmon_ to both theories.

the study of'teiChing milt taka izl --_ ac-aoun

7

of the eat firer in d-giv setting, and (,2t
- ,

f-the,task.environm

limits to alternatives available

oth hold )that

ft----.he -goals

haraterstics

the COnte4t variablesithdt setthe

two theories do not agree)can

infa_m4ti6n processing schem ,f off

Simon,,ith)

iven tioe. Where the

n this explarkatio of

b (Ne 11 &

t
I. '

There is a sortlpf symbo is formula we use
psychology To prodict,a-Pstibjec

you'.4st.knOw: (1) his goals, ,(,2) the structure brf ,

the task enviropmen4s, and (3) thekhvariaitt str.uo-

ture of his processing Mechanism6s1 (D. 41)/

The symbolic in'teract.ini.st *uld claim that an invariant

'structure Jes part of. interpretation or even partrof cial

reality. Thomas definit ori of the situation it -ates the

invariance involved it a givin.social context.' AlthOug

perSon may defineoa situation fairly, cnsistently3 over'

his-Or her perspective is variable and dynamic Decausei.of

constantly changing interpretations pf given

Process of self-indication i s, by 'definition,

vent. The

variant.

The signifio4n p of this s udy LAyxtend,.then, to

the elaboration of some type AP theoretical development by

, .

.

_-=

'complementary antsupilemeptary uses of the frameworks6f''
.

,

info rmation,proce) sing and symbolic interadtion. Although
.

the findirigslof
F

study relate "only. to cn. teacher' s



ciassroom perspective, ethe uniquenss
.

4
,

spective makes the Ulidirigs valuable.

4

improve edue4tional practice, more information will be ne0.

is re--

this teacher'- per-
.

educators seek

'about teachers and their classroom
k

perspectives. T

search was designed, in part, tto meet that

.3

Weed.

The case study revealed-that the teacher's classroom

.
-

perspective wastharacterized by a concern for creating,

maintaining, and restoring a grpup. en the group function-

ed smoothly, ins ruction -a age en't,- and activities .pro-

ceedea-smobthly. From the 'beginning of the school year,

the teacher explained, he gradually worked at "building a

rapport and a Sensdof-working together."

entered the classroom in N_vember and remained' until

the end of May, making "short visits- to t,e site in June.

ObServatiOn and interviews confimd that from November thtou

JahuAry a stable and cohesive group was maintainitg itself.

The reward system, consensus level, n6 us PfAaehaving, and.

leadersfii_ allowed the group to attain its goals' Of respect,-

cooperation, and completion `of daily. assignments.

At one p6"Intf, however, it became necessary for the

teacher to eave the class foir half the da', for eight weeks..

The system became unbalancedl St4dents altered 'their behavior

10



because-theyfelt they had been rejected by.the:teacher,

(Ind the group displayed instability. To restore the group

,to,its optimum .level of stability and-cohesiveness., the

teacher worked With .the group on,prdjecj and activities

which demanded group_dbnsenus and'dooperation, and requrred

that thb members work together. teacher eithe allotted

a4ditional. time or these aotivities,o-- cbmbined a number. of

subjects to make time blocks available. At the -same time,

the'teacher rebuilt his rapport' ith. the students by.-inter-

acting pith them as inldividuals and as group members. He

used humor and the language of the students.to addomplish

Furthermore,gas the leader of the group, he modeled.-

the.behaviors'mhich fadilitated the building of norms- that

'brought consensus back to trle grOup. Throughout this proceSs,
)

he. encouraged respect for each group member, including him-'

self.

Eleirtents o
_-he Perspective

Concern for maintaining a sense ,oupness. The.

teacher was &11,91- to develop a group by creating the .components

of group life. Ie (1) designed and planned a number libif

activities which provided-the students with rewards they-

enjoyed; (2) planned, organized, and prpyided group activities

which generated a high level df,g oup consensus; 3) assisted

Ln developing norms for behavior, which allowed s udefits



a.great-deal of freedom (provided they, tOok ,resiDonisibiZity
W

_exibilitY(,in his teaching'for their actions) and gave him

role,by enabing him --to coordinate ma. ey classtactivities
\

-;' )---

0
- .

_e e; -(4) provided leadership in.
.

the 4roup, thereby,

enabling the-group to perform certain taSks within a mainte-

nance system sustained by the students; and (5) a.s lader,

modeled behaviors which represented the major _assroom

goals of respect and coopera tion. These eleme nt7, in Com:-

bination, 'sustained the life of the group during the{ sChool
=

-
year., in the best and W diest moments. Each 'of the elements

reflected. the teacher's classroom perspective.

The teacher's perspective was recognizable through three

phAses,of group development.ovef the course of the'study.

The first phase occurred from November to January, when group

consensus was high. The students were a stable and cohesive
5

group. he norms of behaviOr which- included (1) listening

to the teacher when he spoke, (2) Attending to one's work,

and (3) working together as a 4roup folfowed con-
.

sisten ly. Rewards fccr the students included participation

in the Christmas play aDtd regular group- centered
F

such as art or music.

clearly tie leader of-the%group The 1eadership .he '.provided

contributed to the group' stability,a- gcdh siveness.

The second phase. of grouo devoprnen,t cane ,between

Activities

During this phases *the teacher was

January 4 March when the teacher removehimselt mom the
1



class on a half -time basis. A substitute teacher was brought

in to replace him,,givin- he- group two leader figures. The

sY5tem of norms governing group-, behavior was altered, and

t11 ward system was less effective, for the students

did not receive from the Li.bdtitute what _they had'received

froth their regular teacher. Group consensus was not as high.

as it-bad been when the teacher was in class full time. As

a result, the teacher, the substitute, and'the students ex-

perienced: frustration. The group was less stable during this

eight-week period than atiany other time during the year.

Given these circumstances, it became important that the

group's cohesiveness and stability be restored to its previous'

level. Consequently, the teacher proceeded to plan the

next part of the year with the purpose of "bringing the group

together again."'

This rebuilding effort ,took place during the third

distinct phase of group development, between March and June.

At the beginning of March, the teacher returned to the

classroom on a full-time basis. Upon his return, he immediate -

ly the students tothe concept of "working

together." He devi ed the first part of the morning to

creative drama, which gave the students the opportunity to

undertake a major group endeavor. The students responded

enthusiastically and the group began to regain equilibrium.

In addition, a nu' ber f f other carefully- planned projects

ti



were initiated by the each- with student collaboration,

Through these projects, the group 4continued to move toward

unity -and revaned a high level of consensus. Leadership

was clearly proVided, or the group. FurtheL.aore, the norms

Of the class, began operating aga.in, and the rewards of

_participation in the varibus group activities further con-

tributed to a high level of consensus. Once this strong

sense of groupness was restored the everyday events of

life in. the Classroom proceeded smoothly again; the teacher

was able- to instruct, manage the class,

activities simultaneously.

d coordinate many

Respect and cooperation: Major _oals. The second

_element of the teacher's persbective can be characterized-

as focus on respect and cooperation.a,s major classroom
-

goals. The respect theme was evident throughout the cu ic-

ulum; instruction, class projects, and recess activities

were all designed to promote respect and cooperation among

group membe

The development of a high level of group consensus

was the primary meA-s by which the teacher sought to attain

these goals. He established consensus by (1) oroviding

rewards for the group, (2)developing norms of behavior,

3) providing- leadership for the group, ad (4/ providing

tasks in the form of specific activities and projects which



.kept the group working together. The group activates

planned such as a popcorn bail factory, a Mexican fiesta,

and the Christmas play, were punctuated with the themes

of respect and cooperation. The teacher's words a = ions

related these goals to the students. The students themselves

used the words "respect" and "cooperation" in their every-

day vocabillary, and the teacher modeled behaviors which

conveyed these. concepts.

Ultimately, by getting the class to function as a stable

and cohesive unit, the teacher wa=s able to establish respect

and cooperation, as "well as tofachieve his traditional in-

structional goals. Thus the two elements of the teach

perspective, concern for maintaining a strong sense of

' s

groupness and a focus on goal8 of respect and cooperation,

were inter- related and complementary.

Planning and organizing the d y. The third element of

the tea±her's perspective can be described as a conce

systematic planning and organization of the many daily

events. 'The teacher planned all lessons and activities for

the students, even those which were carried out by the

teacher aide and intern teacher. He held a meeting each

morning with the aide and the intern to review carefully

what would occur during the day. Planning focused on group-

oriented activities to be conducted in conjunction with



instruction so as to reinforce the major goals of respect

and cooperation on a daily basis. The teacher wrote out

the plans, communicated them to his aide, the intern, and

the students, alid adjusted them to deal with unpredictable

vents as they occurred. He reported-,spending many hours

a_

out of school planning projects field trips, and instruction,

The- teacher leader. The- fourth element of the

teacher's classroom perspectiVe hasto do with leadership.

As the'Clearly defined leader of the group, the teacher

was able to coordinate and provide activities which ein-

forced the concepts of respect and cooperation. In addition,

he modeled behaviors which represented these goals.

Effective groups function well with effective lead

-In this study, the teacher behaved as a leader in the manner

outlined byHomans (1950:

1. The leader maintains his own position

'2. The leader liVes up to the norms of his 'group.

3. The leader leads:
A

4. The leader does not give order that will not be
obeyed.

5 In giving orders, the leader uses established
channels.

6. The leader does,not thrust himself upon his fol-
lowers on social occasions.

7 The leader neither blames, nor, in general, ,praises

a member of his group before other members.



9

The leader takes into consideration the total
situations.

maintaining discipline, the, leader is less
=concerned with inflicting punishment than with
'creating the conditions in'which the group will

discipline itself.

10. The leader. listens.

11. The leader knows himself.

By acting according to these principles, th'e tea her was

able to lead th9group through*the many 'dimensions of,class-

room life. His leadership skill 'was a major variable in

developing the group initially, and in restoring the group's

stability when required.

Displaying a t teaching. The fifth distinctive

element of they teacher's perspective can be characterized

as a lartiuclar style of teaching. This teacher stated

that he knew his students and Was aware ot their needs.

That is why he developed group activities and reiterated

the goals of respect for each other and cooperation, he

explained. He was courteous' to his students and other

People with whom he interacted, thus giving the students
*

a direct model 4f behaviors which reflected respect.

.gecause the teacher developed personal relationships

with his students and came to know each one ndividuallyi

he was better able to plan for them and order the events of

the day and the year. He indicated that he was proud of

teaching and enjoyed being in the group. He felt that



teaching should'oenter.around'the student, so he wa.s very

independent of outside,eleMents, He- said he anew what'was.

best t-for his students. and acted on that- basis; he thought

'.that those who didn't know the student§ as he did could not

be expected to teach-them-as he did. His desire for organi-

zation.and. Order and his ability to plan well kept the

routine activities of the day functioning smoothly. Instruc-

tion prodeeded, normal and speciaLactiVIties took

the students accomplished a variety of tasks.

The teacher was a charismatic individual _ho, had a

dramatic approach to teaching. was skilled -in drama and

theatrics and carried his skills into the classroom, as

evidenced by the-'dramatic nature of many of the class

activit s,:. the playsi the programs, and creative dramatics,
,-

for example. Another feature of the teacher's style was his

ability to joke with the students, laugh with_them, and

reply to them with humor.when the.occasin called for it.

The class responded favorably to his style; indeed, his

Leadership in the group appeared to be a natural outgrowth

of the type person he was. Thus, once again there seems

to be a connection among different elements of the teacher's

perspective, in this case, his teaching sty and his

ability to lead. As illustrated, his leadership qualities

helped maintain group stability, which, in turn, furthered

the classroom goalS of respect and cooperation.



Contextualontetual,Variables Inf Uencing the Perspective

The to cher's classrbom persp strongly in-

fluenced by two-extwnal variTbIes, his interaction with

the principal and,h ,s interaqioni.: with the, reading'cen

specialist.- E ch was marked by fl.ict to spthe extent,
ta

. * a

partly' because; he teac' '&cpectd a high dere of or-
. / f

ganization'and anning from these people s nce.he, himself,
- -

,..-.
-.1.

._ _

was so adept at t es0 processes. WhiWthe e interabtionS .

were Vcharacterized by conflict, however, the did afti in

keeping the group __gether.. When experieWcing frustrations('

with the principal and specialist, the teacher would to

to his own group for. support, organization, ank cooperation

(elements which'he felt were somewhat-lacking in-his

lat unship with the reading speCialist and the prizac 1)

Because the students respeCted and trusted the teA'her, they

sympathiiedwith hith and ,reinforced the perspective of grouip-

ness by offering their support. Moreover, the students'

tryst and respe9. for the teacher increased 0.s they ex7

perienced problems with people outside the classroom group.

The students felt they were np.olved in the teacher's problems,

(-because he openly told them when he'was upset about some-:

thlng and the principal andreadingceriter

cialist di

groupness.

Inside the classroom, many variables Affected-

contributed. to the development' f

1 )



teacher's classroom perspective. A critical.influehc was

the- individual student' as _ person. 'T'he teacher was away.
A f

of the students' various home situation arid Ihtendedt0

Aprovide,a classroom which offered of the things:t

f
,

A

were not adequately provided at home In any4ot.the homes,
a

for instance, there was. regagnizable'adt4t leader, so

the- teac,fier, became a central ad It figure. Ib some nomes,

the Students expetienced unhappy ,eve and/Awe'beratd

or abused; consequenely the teacher provided'activities

which gave the stUdents the chance td have7fun and to barn
4

f

something as well. Plays,- field-trips, projects, grouP
r

Glasswork, wand simply the sense cST belOnging tq a'group

helped counter some of the students nega ive home experien-

ces

Another important variable which influenced the teache-'s
/

.. A
.perspective was (obvious 'a; it might sound) The teacher,

himself. 4s taaents as a dramatist d performer enaked

him toiplan certain activities which brought the grouq

together. His own belief system, which concentrated on

respect for persons and cooperation with persons, found its

way into the class as a major classroom goal. His personal

qualities,-which,made him an effective leader, -EI to

promote Aneffective group. And finally, his involvement

in organ4zation outside the classroom, such as the district's

helping-teac.hers), roup or the art teachers' association-,



helPedhLm createmaint

'br nging him biack to hi

A third vari ble infque

perspective was ;the

classroom for rewards.

cing the teac

eaching tea

adults of tie kOOM-'he was' Able to plan n' group

Clasatoom

sroom,

two. other,
k:

ac Iva., ies ,

-mall group activities. were readly Mana b1e. In

embers viewed' the teacher-as th-dition,
-s

theteam

giving'Studen ts example to follow. Both the aide. and 4

-intern worked' most frequently as facilitators some group
3

-14 ,

endeavor while the teacher korked

of the class; this made it clear

group leader was.

The Te ache As-

rning

deader and instructor'

he studentstwh6 the

a /

ions about Classroo s,

I

This--teacher maintained, that classroom oUght to

provide students'with those things which were absent or
S'

minimal , in their own homes. Having spent nine of his ten

years as-a teacher in an u ban'school, he had d64eloped an

enders-anding of the ttidents,1 backgrounds an e of

eir need. Based on his observations, he came to view

his role as "mdther and father" to some of nlis students.

More accurately, he felt he should be an adult leader

-e or role model fo many of his students..

providing leadership, the teacher was able be



air in giving himself to the group. hd conCen _17A

too intently on ndividual s, h wdul have run the risk

being aocUtedof,favoriti but by maintaininga'leader-,

ship potitiorwhe was abe to make himself 'equally available

to 1-4,s.'itudents and still show interest, in the as Ltdividuals

,Over..the-cOurse of the year, it became evident that the

a
teacher considered hiis goals of p-et and cooperation as

to, the student' long-range, TeVel-p ent He be-,

YieVed tNt if the,re.spect,and coorae a ion practiced in the

home were..,minimal, the student had to experience these

qualitiep'Ln school. .The beacher based muclh,of,his cur-
,

ri lum on this assumpti?fi that is 'why 4e articulated goals

of matuiity, self7reliance, kndependence respect, and

opeation over and above other traditional classroom goals.

The teacher did not neglect 'instructional goals, but

,

rather, he'viewed them as ,important in relation to the major

ass goals of respect and cooperal,on. He felt that before

he could begin to work on science, reading, or. social

studies, he had to deal with the emdtrcinal: or physical

problertis facing him and his individual students. Students

who were victims of ,child abuse, lack of adult guidance,

emotional,problems, and the like were viewed first as

dividuals heeding exposure to respect and cooperation, then

as students needing help in science or reading or social

studies or whatever.



F

A

The teacher's assumptions abdut his s
F

per-spective.d The student "became

aup,

or h.'

nts supported

a member of his

equal before his group, wi,thbut,any, overt

background. He or she lakned respect

aired cooperatton within the ftemework of the grOup as a

meMber-of the group and took on responsibilities.'''he

student learned curriculatems, ,stich as 7trAcion$,,, ouch

America, treble clefs, and synoq-_, s through the' group

ActivitLs which, iri turn, reinforced the goals of respect

and cooperation.

Teacher Synthesisior InformatiOn into His Perspective

previously stated, this teacher's perspective was
k

marked by a concern for creating and maintaining a, group.

As also stated, the teacher took into consideration his

students' backgrounds and behavior when orchestrating group

development. He synthesized this information into his

perspective through the procesS ofself-indication. As

Blamer (1969) and other interactionists hive explained,

indiViduals piece together and guide theiraions by cop-
;

sidering different things and interpreting their signifi-

n e for prospective action.

This teacher guided his actions by interpreting student

background and behavior in reference to the group. The

,

teacher was aware that the backgrounds of some class members



were such that the classro oats of peer cooperation

and personal respect,. would be minimally p a ticed in the

home. Since the teacher beJieved cooperation and reap6ct

were critical-, he quite naturally constructed an %crv.iron,

ment whifbh-r-einforoed these concepts

The group's stability wa threatened during_n eight-

week period the teacher removed himself f

for half the day each school day. Singe November; the

the class

teachr's' actions and statements had helped build a set

f norms which the group accepted-and which guided its

hehavior. Usually, bis presence was enough to maintain

when it was not, a look or a fewgroup behavioral

words sufficed. Based on this evidence; he assumed that

his'temporary absence would not make a big difference in

terms of the no_: the- students followed. He was confident

that any qualified substitute teacher would find the group

as cooperative as he

To understand the teacher's interpretation of this

matter, it is necessary to recall some of the components

of group life. In the first place, the teacher provided

rewards for his group. Blau (1964) wrote about the at-

tainment of rewards as incentive for continued social

interaction. Rewards in this classroom promoted two types

of responses by the group members:

relationShip which has proved rewarding (the students

(1) protection of the



'protected their mdmbership in the group and their relation-

ship with the teacher) and (2) feelings of obligation to

offer-SOMetAing in:retUrn,to the groUp' (students' recipro-

,cated-by foIlo4fng the norms of the group and by keeping

qp -their individual relationships with the teache

each other), Takin

mnd

these reactions IntoLaccount it is

easy to see why the teacher assumed that the students'

behavior would remain at some level of stability.

On the other hand,-one of the components of group

life is leadership. This teacher provided effective leader-

ship for his students through the first phase of the group's

developMent.- During the second phase of the group's develop

orient, however, there was a leadership problem because he

was present only half of the time.- The reward -system

changed, and some rewards were totally absent. As a result,

the students felt- less inclined to protect their group
r

affiliation and less obligated to offer something in return.

The shift in leadership also created a sense of frustration,

and grdup consensus dropped to a low level. Cohesiveness

and stability were not as apparent in this phase of group

development as they had been earlier.

During the next phase, the teacher attempted to lead

the -roup back to .a more stable and cohesive level by

planning a variety of cooperative projects and programs

for the entire school day. , He interpreted the events of



the classroom goals of cooperation and respect. The planned
\

instruction and activities helped the class move tOwar

its goals; the group process, which promotetd the concepts

of"working :together and respecting others, was reinfbroed

throdgh instruction, class.activdties, ,and clasroom manage-
,

ment. The teacher's,efforts to .Stabilize the group were

successful. The group members - became reaffiliated,-followed

the norms of the group, and felt obligated to offer some-
, (

thing to the, group. These factors,:4; turn, enabled the

teacher and the group to attain tleir goals of cooperatiOn

and respect.

curricular im lications

This study was an attempt tO understand one teacher's

perspective by learning how he makes sense of his class-

room. Given the need for descriptive data on teaching,

a study of one teacher, in depth over an extended length

of time, seemed most appropriate. Because only one teacher

one classroom, was involved, however, caution is urged

in drawing implications from the study. It would be

apprOpriate to generalize from this particular case"to the

-datire world of teaching; it does seem possible, however,

to formulate some conclusions that relate to teachers,,

teacher educators, and prospective teachers.

The teaoher'in this study worked at developing a



sense of groUpness- and thereby- achieved his classroom gE)als

This seems point toward major conciusions.---First, the

teacher was successful because he developed a-strong group,

community.{ or as Tonnies (1957) labeled' it,:,ger ein4cha6t;

consequently, it appears that in order to be successful,

teacher- must try to develop a'strong group or geme,crt.4tha

'Second, .the study' appears to indicate that the classroom

which Operates as a gemeinAehalit is insulated by its nature

as a community,: and is not easily manipulated by forces

outside the. community.

To fully understand what` is meant by gemeinAcha6t,
it is necessary to understand the commonly-held character-
isticsof gemei44c06t and its oppoSite type, ge4ettscha6.t.
Tonnie$ (1957) separated society into .these two types:
gemein;Azkalit (Comtunity),and ge4ettscha-6t (society) . All
privatev-exclusiVe and 'face-to-face interaction is under-

Stood as gerneiA4c.hoW or community. 'All; public life, that
is, society itself,)is understood as ge,set & schd6t.

GemeinA-cha6t is often Compared.to a family, while ge4eZZ-

4chait is comparable to the corporate state. The charac-
teristics of jemein,$cha6t include: (1) a natural, un-
forced association, (2). a family mentality, (3) a conscious

collective, (4) face -to -face interactions, (5) unspecial-
ized activities,: (6) group means -and ends that are bound up
and often indistinguishable, (7) a small number of indivi-
duals as Members, (S) modes of sympathy and identification;
(9) a resistance to and a check on change,=-nd (10) a

',differential status for community members."

On the other hand,' in a ge4e4Z4cha6t,, the character-
istics include (1) forced_or unnatural associations, (2)

absence of afamilymentarity, with emphasis: on contracts,
reciprocity, and"rights of individuals,' (3) absence of a

conscious, collective, (4), impersonal interactions, (5)

h$ghly specialized activities, (6) clearly delineated



_n thiscase study, the teacher and the:group. exhibi-

ted all the characteri-§tics of.a sma-117-communal-familY,

Cooperative activities were the norm in the class,-'ii/hether

is the realm of instruction, recess, field trips, or pro-

grams. Throughout the year, the group.members were sympa-

thetic toward onb another, identified with one another, an

established constraints upon themselves from within. In

addition, their reliance on theteacher was clearly, like

the reliance of family members on a family leader.

The students, by virtue of their groupness, were not

easily influenced by'outside incidents. Forces outside the

immediate group actually worked to solidify the sense of

groupness (as evidenced in the conflicts with the'principal

and the reading specialist). The students enjoyed a (lif-
t

.ferential status- because f the group endeavors they par-

ticipated

Lortie (1975) has claimed that teachers view teaching

as an indiVidual enterprise and that they dislike inter-

ruPtions. If the classroom is viewed as a community or

family, this individualism makes sense. The teacher tih

means and ends of the group, (7) many individuals as'mem-
bers, oat modes of rationality and non-emotionalism, (9)

view of change as progress and highly values, and (10) equal
treatment for everyone within status levels.



most likely to know his or her studentS best and to know

hat Outside-forces'woul , therefore',

have minimal effects, simply-because-they fall outside

the realm of the gemein-ocha6t. This teacher, for example,

chose -to ignore the management-by-objectives system in

reading,because it--"didn't make any sense forhis students."

e selected those math objectives which he felt d. d make

sense for the students.

Jackson. (1968) has -asked if the tdacher's primary con-

cern is learning after all. In this study, learning was

a concern of the teacher's, but the pitimAlty concern was

establishing the group, the community, the gemeinischa6t.

I would conclude that the teacher was s-uccessf64:in getting

students to learn becacoe he developed a group.

All of theSe observations suggest that by identifying.

a teacher's classroom perspectiVe, it is possible to deter-

mine the teacher's approach to the classroom curriculum.

In this study, the teacher's group perspective dominated

the day -to '-day decisions and classroom activities. Out-

side influences, such as a,distriot mandated management-

by-objectives system 'in reading and math, intervention by

the principal or other staff members, and directives from

parents- had Litt-fie o No Edtiect on the classroom curricu-:

-Jura. The classroom curriculum was group-centered and

carried out by the group, with the teach leader.



This lends suppo

an individUatnter

the notion that teachin remains

_se dalingwIth resentdriented

situations in the-classroom. In this case Study, the

teacher's classroom perspective waS, essentially, the

Curriculumitof the classroom.
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